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CARDBOARD CONTAINERS GUIDE
Storage Boxes and Containers
Bin Boxes, One Piece, Self-Locking: Ideal for organizing work areas and
parts storage. Popular for auto dealerships, warehouses, electronics
companies, workshops, pharmacies and hospitals. Self-locking construction
requires no tape, staples or glue required for assembly.

Bin Box Dividers, One Piece, Self-Locking: Ideal for storage of parts on
standard shelf depths. Dividers are separate inserts. Assemble in seconds
due to the self-locking construction.

Record File Storage Boxes with Lids: Available in letter or legal sizes, white
or Kraft. Used for photo albums or non-paper artifacts. Maximum stacking
weight: 350lb.

Tote Tray, One Piece, Self-Locking: Easy-to-assemble, self-locking tote is
nest-able when empty, and offer twice the compression strength of regular
corrugated trays. Coating resists oil and moisture, increasing the life of the
tote. Built in hand holds make carrying easy.

Telescoping Boxes: Ideal for paintings, golf clubs, TV boxes, and large
pallet-sized containers. Adjustable, two-piece body/lid box sets meet
many diverse packaging.

TV, Snowboard, Guitar, Golf and Ski Boxes: Special equipment shipping
boxes.
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Mailers and Folders
Die Cut Mailers: These crush-resistant mailers have double side flaps and
tops that tuck in, providing added strength. Very strong, yet light in weight, to
save shipping costs. Fold together in seconds without tape, glue or staples.
Five Panel Folders, One Piece, Self-Locking: These boxes have three layers
of cardboard on each end when assembled. Five-panel folders are therefore
often used for packing long items with smaller diameters, which may be
easily damaged if they pierced the ends of the carton. Some applications
include tubes, cones, rods, light fixtures, shade rollers, umbrellas, furniture
legs, window and blind components, picture frame rails, etc.
Meat Pattie Boxes: Corrugated meat patty boxes are for storage and shipping
ground or processed meats. Seal with tape. Vent slots provide air circulation
when refrigerated.

One Piece, Self-Locking, Vari-Depth Folder: Vari-depth folders allow these
die cut boxes to be sized as required. Seal in seconds with tape or glue. Often
used for shipping stationery, books, records, photos, binders, and disks.

Side Load Mailer: Self-sealing corrugated cardboard side load mailers have
adhesive strips for closing them without glue, tape, or staples. These boxes
work well for sending books, catalogs or other printed materials, mirrors,
picture frames, photos or other flat items.

Triangular Tubes: Triangular tubes offer great sidewall strength. Popular
choice for blueprints, posters, drawings, unframed artwork, etc. Tubes open
along the length of carton to making packing and removal easy.

Triangular Mailer: The triangular shape of these mailers prevents rolling and
adds strength once assembled. They will rest on flat surfaces without rolling
off and are stronger than conventional round mailing tubes.
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Mailing Tubes: For shipping or storing posters, maps, drawings and promotional
items. Plastic end caps fit securely. Cut to length.

Shipping Containers

Regular Slotted with Variable Flaps: Similar to an RSC box, except the
outer flaps overlay by an inch or more, used where the length of the box is
significantly greater than the width, making for a long distance between
end flaps. Overlapping the outer flaps prevents them from separating.
Kraft or White.

Regular Slotted Containers with Extra Depth Scores: Similar to an RSC
(regular slotted container), except the corners can be cut down to another
score line to decrease the depth of the box. Offer the benefits of having
many box sizes in your inventory, without tying up valuable warehouse
space.
Bulk Containers, Double Walled: Offer twice the protection of standard
cartons, to ensure that your shipments arrive safely. In addition, they offer
improved stacking strength and can withstand heavier loads. Ideal for
packing, shipping and storage applications.

Pads and Sheets
Honeycomb Pads: Provide superior cushioning, and protection for items up to
1,135 kg (2,500 lb). Made of recycled Kraft paper, they are an environmentally
friendly alternative to bubble, foam or wood. Easily cut with a knife. Light weight
makes them the perfect choice when trying to cut shipping costs. Ideal for void
filling, blocking, bracing and layering, computer components, pre-assembled
products with moving parts, and furniture.
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Corner Pads: Die-cut, double-walled corner protectors. No tape, glue or staples
are required for assembly. Our corrugated corner pads protect furniture,
cabinets, windows, doors, photos, etc. during shipping

Corrugated Cardboard Pad: Cut to size – White, Kraft (Double wall or
Single wall)

Literature and Product Display
Ballot / Suggestion Box

One Piece, Self-Locking, Magazine/Literature Trays and Files

One Piece, Self-Locking, Standing Floor Display Easels

One Piece, Self-Locking, Counter and Floor Display Easels

